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In 2002, former President Jimmy Carter was awarded the Nobel Peace 
Prize for his negotiations in “halting” North Korea’s march towards 
becoming a Nuclear Power. But, a “funny” thing happened on the way 
to Oslo from the time Carter was announced as the winner of the 
Peace Prize, to the time he received the Award.

Two weeks prior to accepting the Peace Prize for halting North Korea’s 
march to the BOMB, North Korea announced that it had the BOMB. Yet, 
Carter, the absolute LEFTIST DUFUS former President of the United 
States of America was still awarded the Peace Prize. 

That’s almost as STUPID as giving the Peace Prize to Obama for what 
he might do in the future. 

On September 30, 1938, after selling out Czechoslovakia, British Prime 
Minister Neville Chamberlain declared:

“My good friends, for the second time in our history, a British 
Prime Minister has returned from Germany bringing peace with 
honor. I believe it is peace for our time. We thank you from the 
bottom of our hearts. Go home and get a nice quiet sleep.”

Exactly one year to the month, Hitler invaded Poland (September 1, 
1939) against all promises and treaties . . . plunging Europe, and 
eventually the whole world into war (virtually the next day), that took 
more than TWENTY MILLION LIVES, allowing the Holocaust, while 
creating the kind of destruction that one cannot fathom today or even 
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then.

THE LEFT IS JUST NOT WORTH IT:

I don’t argue, debate, or try to explain anything to Liberals, since 
they’re simply not worth the time, thought or effort.

So, when I write that Obama is the greatest poison America has ever 
consumed, I don’t need a Liberal to tell me that I’m full of beans, since 
they elected the man who is rapidly destroying the American Dream, 
making America an ordinary country, while endangering World Peace 
and putting Israel in the cross hairs of those determined to cause a 
SECOND Holocaust. 

It could be said that this Iranian Deal pushed for by a President whose 
ONLY history in office has been a string of spectacular FAILURES, is no 
less than the deal Chamberlain made to sell-out Czechoslovakia to 
Adolf Hitler. 

BUT THAT WOULDN’T BE ENTIRELY ACCURATE:

The deal with Hitler was made because England and France were 
terrified of Germany, and totally ill prepared to go to war against the 
Nazis. Also, in both countries, there was no shortage of Nazi 
sympathizers in High Places. 

But, in America, nothing could be less true, since America has no need 
to fear Iran, especially given America’s Israeli Ally, and the fact that 
Iran has very few friends in the region, and the few that are not in the 
region which “support” Iran, do so solely for financial gain, but not 
nearly enough gain for them to go to war against America in support 
of this MONSTER Nation. 

So, why did America just sell-out Israel, Egypt, the Gulf States 
and the rest of the world to appease Iran? 

I truly believe that Obama is such a Narcissist, to be so drunk on his 
own self-image, and is so utterly DUMB, that he indeed believes he 
could make anything in the world happen just by saying so.



And as I’ve written repeatedly in the past . . . I believe Obama HATES 
Israel with a PASSION, and whether people want to believe it or not, 
he is far too supportive of Islam and Islamic Regimes. 

I wrote in the preceding that it took Hitler more than a decade 
to murder SIX MILLION Jews. But, with the help of Kerry and all 
the other ISRAEL-HATERS Obama surrounds himself with, the Iranians 
could wipe-out SIX MILLION Jews with just one or two well placed 
Bombs. 

Hitler wrote in Mein Kampf what he intended to do . . . AND DID IT. 

THEY WILL DO IT IF THEY CAN. 

Every Iranian leader since the Shah was forced out by the Khomeini 
Coup . . . has SWORN repeatedly to “WIPE ISRAEL OFF THE MAP”, and 
will do it if they can, even if it means taking a beating in the process. 

And now . . . with this SELL-OUT of Israel by Obama, make no mistake 
about it; if Iran will now be able to follow through on its PLEDGE to 
Wipe Israel Off The Map because of Obama’s DEAL, Iran will do it. 

REMEMBER THIS . . . OBAMA AND THE LEFT ARE LIARS WITHOUT 
COMPARE:

It has now been exposed, that over the past year, while Obama was 
reassuring Israel that America had its “BACK” . . . and that all 
“OPTIONS WERE ON THE TABLE” concerning going to war to against 
Iran if it came to that . . . OBAMA LIED!

While Obama assured Israel and everyone else that his administration 
is 100% onside with Israel, his government . . . at the highest levels, 
were busy carrying-on under the table and deceitful negotiations with 
Iran to sell-out Israel. 

WHO’S TO BLAME FOR THIS INCREDIBLE SELL-OUT?

As I’ve written repeatedly in the past, no one can blame Obama for all 



the evils that have befallen America since he’s taken office . . . 

ALL THE BLAME FALLS UPON THE SHOULDERS OF EVERYONE WHO 
ELECTED HIM.

And in this case, it falls especially upon the shoulders of the SEVENTY 
percent of America’s Jewish community, which gave Obama their 
unconditional support in 2012, and seventy-eight percent in 2008. 

If Israel winds up BLEEDING in the near future because of 
Obama’s policies, the blood-stained hands will belong to 
America’s Jewish LEFT, who put the knife in the hand of the 
Israel-Hater President, who has already stabbed Israel deep, 
hard and often.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO STOP THE NEXT HOLOCAUST?

I am spending a great deal of time, effort and money . . . along with 
others such as Pastor Gary Burd of the Fundamentalist Christian M-25 
Mission of Hope Motorcycle RIDERS, who believe as I do, that Israel is 
in great peril.

THE PLEDGE RIDE: 

We can’t do much to stop the madness coming from this White House 
and the rest of the anti-Semitic World. But, what we can do is organize 
like-minded people to join forces in a manner to empower politicians 
who are nothing like the LEFT, who will stand up for Israel through 
thick and thin.

We can let the Israelis know that there are many within North 
America, Christians and Jews alike, who aren’t afraid to stand 100% in 
the open for Israel. 

And we can make people aware, that Israel, even with all of her 
technologies and military power, is incredibly vulnerable. 

REMEMBER THIS . . . The Moslem States can lose every war against 
Israel and come back for more. BUT ISRAEL CANNOT AFFORD TO 



LOSE EVEN ONCE.

Chanukah . . . The FESTIVAL of LIGHTS begins this Thanksgiving Day; 
the next time that happens will be in 75,000 years. So . . . together, 
let’s shine as BRIGHT a LIGHT of SUPPORT as we can on Israel. 

Best Regards . . . Howard Galganov


